ABSTRACT A tracking simulator is a decision support application in which dynamic estimation is used to continuously align the results of an online first principle simulation model with the measurements of the targeted plant. They are a holistic application where current and future plant information is available for operation support of process plants. Existing tracking simulators have focused on the application of online and offline methods for estimation of their underlying first principle models (FPMs). However, these systems have been less attractive than similar alternatives based on empirical modeling, due to the lack of systematic approaches that address challenges across the tracking simulation lifecycle, such as laborious development of FPMs and high integration costs with the process or with other systems and simulation methods. In contrast, the approach presented in this paper integrates a tracking simulation architecture and various simulation methods to address the described challenges as follows. In order to tackle timeconsuming development of FPMs, a method for generating tracking simulation models from models created during design phase is proposed. The process of connecting the tracking simulator to the physical plant and initializing the tracking simulator is automated. An optimization method for tracking simulation applications is developed to overcome drawbacks of available methods. The simulation architecture developed applies the proposed methodology during the various phases of tracking simulation. Furthermore, it exploits industrial communication standards to avoid the need for point-to-point integration of various simulators and other systems used over the course of the tracking simulator lifecycle. The work is demonstrated with laboratory process equipment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic first principle models (FPMs) are mainly developed based on preliminary design material in the engineering phases of the process plant lifecycle where they are used for equipment detailed design, for testing the control systems and for procurement planning [1] - [4] . During the last decades, simulation models have also started to be developed during process operation and then run online together with the plant to be used for control and for decision support [1] , [5] , [6] . In these systems, known as online model-based applications (OMBAs) [1] , an online simulation model is continuously synchronized with the state of the physical process by dynamic estimation. While OMBAs for control are mainly utilized for model-predictive control [7] , decision support OMBAs have been used for various applications, such as process monitoring, anomaly detection and forecasting [8] .
Recent efforts on the development of systems that integrate OMBAs for decision support have resulted in the implementation of tracking simulation systems [9] . Tracking simulators can be used to support maintenance decisions, to optimize operation, or to diagnose and detect failures. Furthermore, once the simulated state is aligned with the process, the online simulation model can be sped up to provide predictions based on the current state of the plant. Tracking simulators combine the strengths of the different variations of decision support applications based on OMBAs to deliver a powerful system where current and future plant data are available.
However, tracking simulation systems have been less attractive than similar alternatives based on empirical modelling, due to the lack of systematic approaches that address challenges across the tracking simulation lifecycle, such as laborious development of FPMs as well as high integration costs with the process or with other systems and simulation methods [1] . Although research in modelling and simulation of industrial systems has provided several methods to tackle issues related to state estimation and data-driven optimization of FPMs, studies in this area have not focused on the development of online simulation architectures to reduce the manual engineering effort required to apply simulation methods through the tracking simulation lifecycle [10] . Consequently, there is a need for methods to increase industrial adoption of tracking simulation systems.
In this work, the described challenges are addressed as follows. A method for generating tracking simulation models from design phase models is proposed. The process of connecting the tracking simulator to the physical plant and initializing the tracking simulator is automated. Optimization methods for tracking simulation applications are developed to overcome weaknesses of available methods. An architecture is developed to avoid the need for point-to-point integration of various simulators and other systems used over the course of the tracking simulator lifecycle. The work is demonstrated with laboratory process equipment. This paper is structured as follows. Section II provides an overview of related work. Section III presents the proposed architecture and the description of the methodology followed. The implementation of the proposed system is presented in Section IV and the results are shown in Section V. The conclusions and future work are finally presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK A. CLOSED-LOOP AND OPEN-LOOP OMBAS
Online model-based applications (OMBAs) [1] - [3] , also referred in some studies as symbiotic simulation systems [8] , [11] - [13] , have been defined as online simulation systems based on an up-to-date condition of the targeted plant which are able to reliably estimate the current state of the process through dynamic estimation. During the last decades, industrial OMBAs have been developed in the process industry for applications that range from plant monitoring and forecasting to model-based control [1] , [5] , [6] . In OMBAs, the simulation model takes advantage from real-time measurements by adjusting its results through dynamic estimation [2] , [14] . However, the way the physical system benefits from the simulation results depends entirely on the feedback connection configuration of its simulation architecture [5] . Thus, OMBAs are classified into Closed-loop control and Open-loop advisory online model-based applications [1] , [8] , as shown in Fig. 1 . Closed-loop control OMBAs are those in which a feedback connection is used to directly implement process control actions. They interact directly with the plant as the feedback connection is coupled straightly with the process regulatory control layer. Closed-loop control OMBAs have been used for developing soft sensors [15] , [16] or for optimizing process operation trajectories [17] . However, model-predictive control (MPC) is arguably the most common application of these systems [7] .
In Closed-loop OMBAs, the plant's control layer directly uses the model results. Thus, real-time requirements of industrial control systems often limit Closed-loop OMBAs to focus on controlling specific process subsystems. Moreover, Closed-loop OMBAs are often based either on reduced and linearized FPMs or on data-driven models derived from process time series, further limiting their application to operating regions where reliable process data has been collected [18] . As a result, holistic and detailed information of the current plant state cannot always be derived from the simulation model of Closed-loop OMBAs.
In contrast, Open-loop advisory OMBAs are those in which no feedback is created to the physical system. They are based either entirely on FPMs or on hybrid models where the model structure is derived following physical principles and data-driven alternatives are used to estimate model parameters or uncertainties. They can cover wider process subsystems at any process operating region and detailed information of the entire process current and future states can be accessed from their simulation model. Open-loop OMBAs are used mainly as support systems and any control action based on their results must be taken by an external decision maker. Open-loop OMBAs can be divided according to their application into Monitoring, Anomaly Detection and Forecasting Open-loop advisory OMBAs.
Monitoring Open-loop OMBAs generate information and, potentially, advice in support of plant operations by monitoring the current state of the plant. In these applications, the plant monitoring is carried out by obtaining unmeasured process data directly from the output of the online simulation model. Example implementations of this system can be found in [9] and [19] . Anomaly detection Open-loop OMBAs systems are those in which, based on the simulation variables values, is possible to carry out diagnosis of potential faults [20] . A number of different examples and a discussion on the differences in statistical and FPMs-based approaches to fault detection problem are discussed by [21] . Forecasting Open-loop OMBAs can be used to forecast the behavior of the physical system.
B. TRACKING SIMULATION SYSTEMS
Recent efforts on the development of applications that combine the functionalities of the different Open-loop advisory OMBAs variations have resulted on the implementation of Tracking Simulation Systems [9] . A tracking simulator is an Open-loop OMBA based on a plant-wide physical simulation model where dynamic estimation is used to synchronize the state of the model and the targeted process plant. The information available from these systems can be used to support process monitoring, to forecast future plant states or to diagnose failures. The adjusted model can be used for modelbased testing of the control application [22] , as a training simulator [23] or for plant troubleshooting [4] , [24] . Tracking simulators are Open-loop OMBAs that provide a holistic set of applications and through which current and future plant data are made available for operation decision support.
Tracking simulators have been less attractive than similar alternatives based on data-driven or empirical modelling approaches, mainly due to the lack of implementation methods that address expensive and laborious development of FPMs [1] . Existing systems [23] , [25] , [26] focus heavily on the application of online and offline estimation of FPMs, however, they do not address the need to reduce implementation time and cost. There is a lack of systematic methodologies for exploiting models developed during process design in order to apply them for the implementation of tracking simulators. Hence, modelling experts must create new simulation models of the process just before implementing OMBAs when the plant is already under operation.
Another aspect hampering industrial adoption of tracking simulators is the manual engineering work required for their integration with the physical process. Despite significant advances in the utilization of Open-loop OMBAs for monitoring and diagnosis, there has been little research on the development of simulation architectures which are designed for reducing time and effort required to integrate simulation systems and methods with the process plant throughout the tracking simulation lifecycle [27] . Moreover, these simulation architectures could be designed to leverage on industrial communication standards in order to reduce integration effort [1] , to automate historical data access and to effectively manage information exchange over the tracking simulation phases [10] . The tracking simulator in [26] proposes the use of dynamic data reconciliation [28] as a least-square optimization method to aid dynamic estimation. However, this and other wellestablished least-squares optimization methods of smooth, deterministic models [27] , [29] , [30] require direct information about the dependencies specified as a Jacobian matrix of the model output and the model parameters. This is a critical issue which hinders the re-utilization of previously created simulation models, as it cannot be assumed that an analytic value for the Jacobian matrix will be available. This is often the case for simulation software currently used in the industry [31] , including the simulator in our case study. Moreover, in [26] , the model optimization method proposed is only applied for offline estimation. Other existing methods could be adapted and applied also for the optimization of already existing models to reduce implementation effort of tracking simulators.
Based on the shortcomings in the state of the art and suggestions made by recent studies [1] , [4] , [5] , [27] targeted to expand industrial adoption of FPM-based systems, this paper has the following objectives:
1. To develop a methodology for generating tracking simulation models from FPMs developed during early stages of process plants lifecycle. This methodology supports various simulation methods applied for different tracking simulation phases, including a model optimization method to overcome the shortcomings in existing optimization methods. 2. To propose a tracking simulation architecture which is able to integrate the different simulation methods from objective 1, so that the manual integration work is reduced.
III. INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY
The proposed approach integrates an implementation method and a lifecycle-wide simulation architecture. In this work, the tracking simulation lifecycle is defined as the stages through which the tracking simulation undergoes during its implementation and operation. The defined tracking simulation lifecycle is shown in Fig. 2 . It starts with the Model Creation. Generally, the model is created right before the tracking simulation system deployment [1] . Another alternative would be, as proposed in this work, to generate the model from a model created during process design. The next step of the lifecycle is the Model Adaptation. The objective of this step is to re-estimate model parameters of previously developed simulation models for their results to closely correspond to the process behavior represented by plant's recent historical data. Later, at the Model Deployment stage, the simulation system interfaces are connected to the ones of the operational process. This is a non-trivial task considering that the simulation system must be connected in a non-disruptive manner while the process plant is running. Next, the Model Initialization is needed to ensure that the initial conditions of the simulation model coincide with those of the plant in its current state [10] . The tracking simulation begins when the initialized model is adjusted online by the dynamic estimation method using real-time measurements from the control application. During Offline Estimation, an offline optimization can be used in parallel with the online simulation to aid dynamic parameter calibration. The last stage is the Predictive Simulation.
A. SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE
The simulation architecture proposed is shown in Fig. 3 . It is comprised of a Simulation System and a Historical Data Repository. The Simulation System is divided into three simulators: Online, Optimization and Predictive. The Online Simulator is continuously running in parallel with the plant, controlled by the process control application. The Optimization Simulator is used to run an offline model optimization to retune previously developed simulation models and to aid the online dynamic estimation. The Predictive Simulator is run faster than real time to obtain production forecasts.
In addition to the process model and instead of using the real control system, each simulator of the architecture includes a model of the real control system (CS) developed on the same simulation tool. The CS model is used to independently control the process model for various purposes throughout the tracking simulation lifecycle. The CS model is a key component of the architecture and it is needed, as in theory, the real control application could be instantiated, connected to the simulation system and, when required, accelerated to the required simulation speed. However, in practice, commercial control systems do not offer the possibility of running faster than real time. Further, it would involve significant effort to have a dedicated control application for running each of the different simulation instances. Moreover, due to the differences in their operation cycle approaches, an additional experiment manager would be needed to deal with the synchronization between the control and simulation systems. To overcome this, the architecture uses a model of the real CS developed in the same simulation environment as the process model. The CS model replicates the real control application at the structure and equation levels. In addition, having a CS model included in the simulation tool, reduces the time and effort needed to integrate the process simulator with other control systems. A detailed description of the architecture components follows:
• Online Simulator: in this simulator, the Initialization Manager handles the model initialization prior online simulation following the method described in Section III B. During the tracking simulation stage, this simulator runs in parallel with the plant controlled by the real control system while the Dynamic Estimator aligns the simulated and process outputs. As a result, the state of this simulator is continuously synchronized with the process. For this reason, a snapshot of the Online Simulator is always used for initializing the Optimization and Predictive simulators during the Offline Estimation and Predictive Simulation stages, respectively. This guarantees that their initial conditions (ICs) always correspond to the current state of the process. A model snapshot is defined here as an executable copy of a simulation model that includes its ICs.
• Optimization Simulator: it is a snapshot of the Online Simulator that runs a model optimization to find a set of model parameters that best fit the dynamics of the plant described by process historical data. The model optimization is needed either to adapt the model using historical data of the process; or for offline optimization to aid the online calibration during Offline Estimation, this is done using process recent historical data. The model optimization method is explained later in this section. In order to reduce the time needed to obtain the optimization results, the Optimization Simulator can be run faster than real time while its CS model controls the process model. The Optimization Manager is responsible for starting the optimization by obtaining a snapshot of the Online Simulator; retrieving the data relevant to the optimization from the Historical Data Repository; and managing the automatic execution of the method.
• Predictive Simulator: this simulator is another snapshot of the Online Simulator that is executed faster than real-time to obtain predictions. The CS model is used to control the process model during the predictive simulation. • Historical Data Repository: this component consists of a process historian that stores into a database the information generated by the process and the simulation system. Many existing process plants already have this component, as historical data can be used not only for OMBAs but also for creating data-driven models of the plant.
B. TRACKING SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 1
This section describes the tracking simulation methodology followed, along with the way the simulation architecture functions during each tracking simulation stage.
1) MODEL ADAPTATION
Simulation models are mainly developed in the engineering phases of the process plant lifecycle where they are needed for design. Using these models for implementing tracking simulators could reduce time, however, this is not a common practice in process industry [1] , [23] . For this reason, this work proposes a model adaptation procedure in which already existing models undergo an optimization for their results to represent current behavior of the physical system. Thus, model adaptation is as a method targeted to mend outdated models through a model optimization in which new observations, obtained from process historical data, are used to adjust model parameters, thereby reducing model residuals. This approach allows to increase cost efficiency across the plant lifecycle. The model adaptation is carried out using the proposed optimization method described in Section III C on the Optimization Simulator controlled by its CS model, as shown in Fig. 4 historical data and find a set of stationary model parameters for minimizing the difference between the model results and historical time series of the physical process, as shown in Fig. 6 . The optimization execution is automatically started and handled by the Optimization Manager. The model optimization method runs in the Optimization Simulator, its execution is controlled by the Optimization Manager, also in charge of retrieving historical data from the Historical Data Repository.
2) MODEL DEPLOYMENT
The model deployment is the procedure in which the simulation system is connected to the running process. Achieving non-disruptive integration between the simulation system and the plant during the process operation is a safety-critical task, as this is performed while the process is under operation [9] . Furthermore, it must be carried out taking into account the differences on the information accessibility conditions that can vary according to the ICT infrastructure at a particular industrial facility [27] . High integration costs limit the scalability of simulation-based applications, especially when mul-tiple systems must be integrated with the process plant [32] . In contrast, the implementation framework proposed only requires interfacing the simulation architecture, as the simulation system includes the process model and its CS model as well as other components required for model optimization, initialization and dynamic estimation. Industrial interoperability standards can be used as communication mechanisms to interface the simulation system with the physical plant. Examples of these standards include (but are not limited to) the OPC and OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) industrial interoperability specifications [33] , often available in modern plants.
3) MODEL INITIALIZATION
In block-oriented simulation models, it is possible to write the state of the process into the simulation, as they provide a causal description of the method for calculating individual model variables [34] . However, in cases where the information from the plant is limited, the exact state of the process cannot be copied into the model [10] . Another initialization approach is to use steady-state solvers to estimate the condition of the plant from available measurements [1] , [35] . The obvious drawback of this method is that it is limited to dynamic simulation tools with such solvers. The initialization proposed in this work is designed to use an instance of the process control system to drive the simulation model to the current state of the plant. This approach is particularly useful for equation-based simulation models (also known as acausal models), in which it is not possible to directly write the state of simulation variables because the models are explicitly described as equations and not as algorithms of the solutions of such equations [34] .
In the architecture proposed in this work, model initialization is carried out using the CS model to guide the Online Simulator model to the current state of the process. The model initialization sequence starts when the adapted and deployed simulation model is connected to the CS model as shown in Fig. 5 . Next, the process model is driven faster than real time to the current process state using the actual process measurements as the set points of the CS model. The simulation architecture layout during this phase is shown in Fig. 4 (3) . The initialization stage is completed when the state of the physical system and the Online Simulator process model are aligned, as shown by the example Process and Simulated Variables in the uppermost part of Fig. 4. 
4) TRACKING SIMULATION
During the tracking simulation phase, the initialized simulation model runs in the Online Simulator together with the plant, controlled by the real control application. At the same time, dynamic estimation aligns the simulated and process outputs. Similarly, the CS model of the Online Simulator is maintained at the real control application current state by connecting it to the same set points and measurements inputs as the real CS as shown in Fig. 5 . The layout of the simulation architecture during the tracking simulation is presented in Fig. 4 (4) . Although there are a number of different methods applied for estimation of complex industrial processes [2] , such as Kalman Filter and moving horizon estimation [36] , in system models with partial differential equations across a spatial domain, adjusting state variables is not always possible without the introduction of spurious transients that negatively affect the quality of the information related to the current state of the process [31] . This is a critical issue for process monitoring applications. Consequently, in the proposed architecture, dynamic estimation is done using implicit dynamic feedback [3] . This method considers dynamic estimation as a feedback process aiming to bring the simulated results to the process measurements in a similar manner feedback is used in a control application to drive measured values to their set points [1] . Thus, any feedback controller can potentially be used to calibrate model parameters using real-time measurements of the process.
Implicit dynamic feedback is a single-input-single-output (SISO)-based dynamic estimation method, as it pairs a single measurement with an unmeasured disturbance for estimating the state of a single model variable [2] . In this work, traditional PI controllers were selected as the feedback controllers to implement the dynamic estimation method. The PI controllers adjusts parameters according to the following equation:
where τ is the parameter calibrated to align the simulated variable with the targeted real process variable. K p and K i represent the proportional and integral parameters of the PI controller that performs the calibration. The deviation e denotes the difference between the simulated and the measured targeted process variables [9] , [25] , [26] . PI-based parameter controllers require tuning to balance estimation speed and stability.
5) OFFLINE ESTIMATION
As the SISO-based online dynamic estimation is limited to adjusting only a few model parameters [26] , the proposed architecture relies on an offline multi-parameter estimation procedure developed to prevent bias concentration on a low number of simulated variables. In order to efficiently utilize simulation methods through the tracking simulation lifecycle, this procedure is carried out on the Optimization Simulator by the same model optimization method employed for model adaptation. However, during the offline estimation, the model optimization method retrieves recent process time data series instead of historical information of the plant as shown in Fig. 7 . Using the same optimization method reduces the time required for the integration of the architecture with other simulation methods, increasing the implementation efficiency of the architecture. Fig. 4 (5) shows the offline estimation and how it is carried out in parallel with the Online Simulator during the tracking simulation. Fig . 5 shows how the CS model is connected during this phase. The architecture allows the Optimization Simulator to be run faster than real time, thus reducing the time needed to obtain results. However, as in other optimization methods, the results may fail to converge in the required cycle time depending on the complexity of the studied system [37] . Consequently, the proposed architecture does not rely on this method for the online calibration. Instead, it uses it as a procedure to further refine the Predictive Simulator model results. When the optimization is completed, the values of the optimal set of parameters found are written into the running Online Simulator and a new offline estimation is launched.
6) PREDICTIVE SIMULATION
During tracking simulation, the process and CS models of the Online Simulator are at the same state as the real plant. When predictions are requested by an operator, the Predictive Simulator takes a snapshot of the Online Simulator and runs it faster than real time using the CS model to control the snapshot as shown in Fig. 4 (6) and Fig. 5 . The snapshot of the Online Simulator is used for predictions to guarantee that the resulting forecast is obtained using a simulation model that is at the same state as the physical system and that has been calibrated and optimized to match the plant's behavior. Upon request, the predictive instance of the model is run faster than real time for a simulation length and through an operation sequence specified by the system operator. During the predictive simulation, the calibrated parameters remain constant at the mean value obtained from the Online Simulator before the forecast execution.
C. MODEL OPTIMIZATION METHOD
Model optimization is needed for model adaptation and offline calibration purposes. As explained in Section II B, well-established model optimization methods require direct information on the dependencies of the model output and the model parameters. This is not always easily available in previously existing models used for process design, as they might be implemented in software where this information is not accessible. In addition, if the model behavior is non-smooth or stochastic, the use of a finite difference scheme may be very unstable. One option is to utilize scalar optimization algorithms that have been designed to be derivative-free. In the field of simulation optimization [29] , [38] , there are several algorithms that have been developed from the point-of-view of a problem that is derivative-free and computationally demanding. Additional challenges are posed by simulations that are stochastic by nature. In this field, there are several quite efficient gradient-free methods which can be utilized, such as NEWUOA [30] , [39] . However, using a scalar optimization method results in a significantly increased probability of ending up in a local optimum, which may be far from the true optimum. Also, using a scalar optimization algorithm results in a significantly slower convergence, which can be a problem when the model evaluation takes a non-trivial amount of time. In order to address the challenges of greybox model identification in a derivative-free setting, a model optimization was developed.
The main goal of the optimization method is to find a set of stationary model parameters for minimizing the difference between the simulation model outputs and the measured time series of the physical process. This can be accomplished by minimizing the sum of squared errors, thus seeking a model response that fits the average of a noisy data series. If the noise in the measured time series is normally distributed, the fitted model becomes a maximum-likelihood estimate of the true model parameter values. The least squares solution followed can be defined as:
where f (x) − y ref 2 is the measured error. In order to create a sequence of points that trend towards the minimum, an estimate of the Jacobian matrix J is used for selecting a step:
where H is the Hessian matrix and g is the gradient of the error measure f (x) 2 and x * is the next iterate in the optimization process. µ is a scalar factor that is selected so that the step stays within the confines of a trust region. When µ = 0, the step is an unrestricted Quasi-Newton method step. When µ grows, the step size approaches zero. The trust region methodology is based on operating in a transformed parameter space in which the trust region is a unit hyper-sphere that conforms to the local curvature of the error measured f (x) − y ref 2 . Fig. 8 shows the pseudocode of the method developed for solving the derivative-free least square problem.
In order to estimate the local derivatives of the local Jacobian, the optimization method developed utilizes a collection of samples and applies two algorithm variants developed from new algorithmic approaches. These algorithms, VOLUME 6, 2018 named Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, combine features from QNSTOP [40] and the Levenberg-Marquardt [41] methods, respectively. QNSTOP is a gradient-free scalar optimization method aimed at derivative-free stochastic optimization. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used for non-linear least-squares optimization. Algorithm 1 uses a lest-squares fit of a quasi-random set of sample points inside the trust region, as is done in QNSTOP. This algorithm does not use a localized estimate; instead, it takes steps based on the average derivatives of the error measured to effectively bypass local minima. As a result, Algorithm 1 can find the optimal expected value of simulation results that include noise terms, enabling its application for stochastic optimization problems in which a large number of samples is available. On the other hand, Algorithm 2 uses a multi-sample variant of Broyden's method [42] , based on matrix pseudoinverse with non-zero threshold value. It uses as much information as possible from each generated sample for minimizing the number of sample evaluations needed. However, its use is limited to deterministic models as it can get stuck in a local optimum.
Both methods apply an anisotropic trust region method similar to the one used in QNSTOP in order to limit the step size and to control the locality of the Jacobian estimation. The trust region is a freely oriented ellipsoid in the parameter space. Its orientation and dimensions are controlled so that it conforms to the properties of the local curvature of the sumof-squared errors measure. The growth or shrinkage of the trust region is dependent on the estimated distance to each main axis of curvature in the error f (Eq. 3.). This means that the trust region becomes narrower along the sides of a deep valley, but can grow in the direction of the valley floor, thus letting the method avoid conditions that would lead to stalling, if a uniform trust region was used. The distance to the estimated local minimum in the directions of the main axes of the error measure f (Eq.3.) can be expressed as
where V V T is the eigen-decomposition of the Hessian matrix. Additional limits are placed on the rates of change for the individual main directions:
in which γ is a parameter that controls the rate of growth of the trust region. β is a factor that is selected based on the ratio r of the observed reduction in the goal and the actual reduction of the goal. This is a standard trust region method approach.
when r > r 1 and µ > 0 2 x max when r ≥ r 0 and µ= 0 1 otherwise
Thus the maximum growth or shrinkage factor for individual dimensions is limited by γ ±2 and 1, depending on whether the individual scaling is in the same or opposite direction than the whole trust region scaling factor β in (7). For unconstrained converging steps, the trust region is scaled to twice the size of the previous step, in order to prevent large missteps in the vicinity of the optimum due to imperfection in the Jacobian estimates. Algorithm 1 additionally uses a jackknife estimate of the location of the local minimum as a hard lower limit on the shrinkage of the trust region. Fig. 9 shows the pseudocode for the trust region size update method.
Both algorithms have been tested with a challenging problem of estimating the parameter values of a Lotka-Volterra system [43] , in which the behavior of the system is strongly dependent on the ratios of parameter values. Table I compares these methods to the 'lsqnonlin' function from Matlab Optimization Toolbox. The Matlab routine is an implementation of the interior-reflective Newton method developed by Coleman and Li [44] . Algorithm 1 is significantly more robust than the interior-reflective Newton method in avoiding local minima at the cost of higher number of evaluations, while Algorithm 2 is significantly faster but produces a comparable number of local optima. Even though the Algorithm 1 takes four times as many evaluations than Algorithm 2, it can be executed in parallel, in our case with 8 CPUs, thus decreasing the total time to approximately half of that used by Algorithm 2. Both, Algorithm 2 and the Matlab Optimization Toolbox return much higher number and variety of local optima.
This proposed optimization method can be applied either for Model Adaptation or for Offline Estimation as explained in Section III B. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the differences on the application of this method during these tracking simulation phases. The optimization method first retrieves data from the Historical Data Repository and starts the optimization (of a previously created or of the tracking simulation model) following Algorithm 1. This algorithm is very efficient at narrowing down a wide range of possible parameter values. Then, it switches to Algorithm 2, when the trust region has been restricted to a region within the ''catchment basin'' of the global minimum. The model optimization is completed once the optimal set of parameters are found by Algorithm 2.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed simulation architecture was implemented and then tested using a laboratory-scale heat production plant (HPP) process. The HPP process is a simplified version of a water heating plant that heats and pressurizes water. Fig. 10 shows the piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) of the process. The process is comprised of two open tanks (B100 and B200), a pressurized tank (B300), two pumps (M100 and M200), a heating element (E100) and two control valves (Y102 and Y501). The water in the tank B100 is heated using the heating element E100 and its temperature controlled using an on/off controller. The pressure P300 in the tank B300 is controlled by a PID controller using pump M200. The water level L200 of tank B200 is controlled by two PID controllers connected in a cascade configuration using proportional valve Y102. The position of proportional valve Y501 is regulated to simulate a load in the consumption of hot water. The consumed water flows back into tank B100 to be re-heated. The control application of the process was developed following the IEC-61131-3 standard and runs on a soft programmable logic controller.
OPC UA [33] is the communication mechanism selected for interfacing the components of the architecture with the physical system. It is an industrial communication protocol standardized in IEC-62541 that enables transport of information between heterogeneous systems [45] . Furthermore, OPC UA provides a set of specifications for systematically retrieving process historical data from historians with OPC UA historical access functionalities [46] . It has been selected as the only standard for the communication layer in the Reference Architecture Model for Industry 4.0 RAMI [47] , which will further consolidate its relevance in the future [48] . Fig. 11 shows the connections required for information exchange between the architecture components during the tracking simulation lifecycle. Data exchange based on pointto-point communication results in numerous connections which would need to be configured individually. In contrast, the simulation architecture proposed relies on OPC UA to enable a simpler communication layout based on clientserver connections, as shown in Fig. 12 . In this approach, servers provide access to an information model with which clients can connect and interact to retrieve data and functions through a set of standardized services. As a result, the number of connections between the architecture components and the work required for their configuration is reduced. This decreases integration effort over the tracking simulation architecture lifecycle, addressing a key requirement to fulfil Objective 2, described in Section II.
For the Historical Data Repository, the Prosys OPC UA Historian [49] is used. The historian connects to the OPC UA servers of the control application and simulation environment. It collects real-time information of the system and stores it in an SQL-based database. The software used as the simulation system is the Apros simulation tool [50] . Apros is a software environment for modeling and dynamic simulation of industrial processes. It has been widely used in combustion and nuclear power plants as well as by pulp and paper mills [51] . Apros provides a variety of dynamic simulation models of typical process components as well as control units such as PID controllers and binary logic modules. Detailed descriptions of the thermal hydraulics model, of its equations and of the calculation method performed by this simulation system are available in [52] . Apros also provides a built-in OPC UA server and client.
V. RESULTS
As previously stated, the proposed method is targeted for simulation models of industrial processes developed during the initial stages of the plant lifecycle. The HPP testbed is an 8-year-old laboratory-scale process and no simulation model was developed during its design. Therefore, in order to test the proposed methodology with such source information as is available during early implementation phases of a real industrial process [1] , a simulation model of the HPP and of its control application were created. This source information included the plant P&I diagram, process equipment data sheets as well as the control application design documentation. The simulation model was implemented in the previously presented simulation tool Apros. In Apros the information from the Jacobian matrix is not accessible. Moreover, although the structure of the developed simulation model is similar to the structure of the plant, the simulation results do not match current process outputs as the model parameters derived from design material are outdated and do not represent the current process behavior. Consequently, the Model Adaptation procedure explained in Section III B was applied to the created simulation model.
Model Adaptation is based on applying the model optimization presented in Section III C. During Model Adaptation, the optimization method iteratively adjusts multiple model parameters derived from design material and evaluates the simulation results with the retrieved historical data (as shown in Fig. 6 ) in order to find an optimal set of parameters for minimizing model residuals. Model Adaptation starts by retrieving historical process data from the Historical Data Repository using OPC UA historical access functions. As an example of the retrieved historical data, Fig. 13 presents eight months of retrieved HPP historical data from the B200 tank water level (L200). Fig. 14 presents a close-up view of the data enclosed by the ellipse of Fig. 13 . This and all other process historical information from the process measurements is used by the optimization method to iteratively evaluate the model results.
In the HPP process, the model optimization method adjusts five parameters selected following a sensitivity analysis performed to determine how the uncertainty in the output of the model can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in its inputs [53] . This analysis was carried out to identify the parameters that most affect various model variables as well as those that have minimal impact on other model variables. A detailed description of the parameter selection method followed and its application to the HPP process is available in [54] . The selected parameters in the HPP process are the form loss coefficient (FLC) of piping sections P100, P200 and P300; and the nominal flow (NF) of proportional valves Y102 and Y501 as marked in dark green in Fig. 10 . FLC, also known as head loss coefficient, is a model parameter representing pressure losses due to changes of geometry or added components in piping systems [55] . The NF of a valve represents the average flow rate measured at different levels of fluid pressure. The values of FLC and NF can vary over time due to different causes, such as equipment aging or static friction. Therefore, it is expected that original design parameters do not represent the current behavior of the physical process. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 present the results of the optimization during Model Adaptation for the B200 water tank level and the F100 water flow process variables, respectively. In the HPP testbed, the simulation model is able to find an optimal set of parameters after 15 evaluations. Table II shows the model parameter values before and after their optimization during Model Adaptation. In order to compare the model results with the entire data set obtained from the process historian, normalized root mean squared errors (NRMSE) is used to facilitate the comparison between datasets or models with different scales [56] . Table III compares the NRMSE of the simulation model and the historical process data series before and after the model optimization. After its adaptation, Model Deployment is carried out by connecting the OPC UA client of the simulation system to the server of the process CS. Next, during Model Initialization, the model is initialized using the CS model for driving the simulation model to the current state of the process as shown in Fig. 4 (3) and Fig. 5 . The actual Tracking Simulation starts once the states of the process and the simulation model are aligned, the model is connected to the plant's control outputs and the dynamic estimation mechanism is started. As presented in Section III B, the architecture implemented utilizes the SISO PI controller-based dynamic estimation method. The deployed model is tested as follows: two simulation variables are adjusted by two PI parameter controllers as shown in Fig. 10 , tuned following Ziegler-Nichols tuning approach [57] . One of the parameter controllers aligns the simulated flow from tank B100 to B200 with the real-time process measurement by adjusting the FLC of the modeled proportional valve Y102. Similarly, the other parameter controller aligns the real and simulated B200 tank level L200 by adjusting the FLC of the modeled valve Y501. These parameters were selected following the same sensitivity analysis used for the parameter adjustment during the model optimization method. Fig. 17 shows the results of the tracking simulation using the PI parameter controllers as the dynamic parameter estimators. The upper trend of Fig. 17 shows the comparison between real and simulated tank levels L200 during the production transients caused by changes in the L200 set point. The lower trend of Fig. 17 shows the comparison of the real and simulated flows F100 during the same transients. The results show that the adapted simulation model can be successfully used for tracking simulation purposes. Furthermore, the tracking simulation model is able to closely follow the real process due to the dynamic calibration performed by the PI parameter controllers.
In order to further test the ability of the adapted model to align its results with the process measurements during tracking simulation and to test the architecture's capability to integrate other simulation methods, an alternative dynamic estimation approach is implemented and tested in the proposed system. During these experiments, the PI parameter controller used for implicit dynamic feedback estimation of the Flow F100 is replaced with a sliding mode controller (SMC). SMC is a non-linear feedback control approach based on applying a high gain to the sign of a sliding mode variable [58] , [59] . A detailed description of the SMC-based implicit dynamic method followed and its application to the HPP testbed can be found in [60] . The time constant of the developed SMC is tuned to match the PI parameter controller behavior, which, as previously explained, is tuned following the Ziegler-Nichols tuning method. Fig. 18 presents the tracking simulation results obtained with the PI controller approach. Fig. 19 presents the tracking simulation results obtained with the SMC approach. Fig. 20 compares the parameter controllers output. There are no significant differences in the rate of change or the amplitude of the controller outputs, but the SMC parameter controller output contains significantly more low-amplitude details than the PI controller output. This is due to its ability to react to deviations with a similar rate of change, regardless of the magnitude of the deviations while the PI parameter controller has a rate of change always proportional to the size of the deviation. These results show that the architecture allows integration of different dynamic estimation methods and that the adapted model can successfully synchronize with the state of the real process regardless of the dynamic estimation followed.
Offline Estimation is executed in parallel with the Online Simulator (as shown in Fig. 4) to constantly improve the online simulation model behavior and to enhance the quality of predictions. Offline Estimation is based on applying the same model optimization used for Model Adaptation. However, instead of using process historical data, the opti- mization method evaluates model results with recent process information, e.g. recent process transients, as shown in Fig. 7 . During Offline Estimation, the optimization method adjusts the same five parameters selected using the sensitivity analysis to minimize the difference between the model behavior and recently measured time series of the physical plant. At this phase, the model optimization runs in the Optimization Simulator as described in Section III C. The Optimization Manager fetches recent process data through the historian's OPC UA client using OPC UA historical access functions. After obtaining the results of the model optimization, the optimized parameter set is written into the tracking simulation model. Offline Estimation is mainly needed to prevent the bias concentration on the parameters adjusted dynamically during Tracking Simulation, as this concentration negatively affects the predictions results. As shown in Fig. 17 , the dynamic estimation performed by the PI controllers produces accurate tracking simulation behavior even without offline estimation. Consequently, Offline Estimation is mostly beneficial in the Predictive Simulation stage, where model optimization can further reduce the residuals of the predictions.
During Predictive Simulation, predictions can be obtained after the Tracking Simulation is started. Upon request, the Predictive Simulator takes a snapshot of the Online Simulator and runs it faster than real time, using the CS model, through the sequence and duration specified by an operator. As explained in Section III B, the snapshots of the Online Simulator are taken to guarantee that the predictions are based on the current state of the process. Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 show the B200 water tank level and the F100 flow predictions, respectively, obtained before Offline Estimation as well as its comparisons with process measurements during production transients caused by a change in the L200 set point. Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 show the B200 water tank level and the F100 flow predictions, respectively, obtained after Offline Estimation as well as its comparisons with process measurements during production transients caused by a change in the L200 set point. The predictions are obtained using the average parameter values calculated by the PI parameter controllers during the tracking simulation. Table IV compares the root mean of squared errors (RMSE) between the predictions obtained and the process measurements before and after Offline Estimation. RMSE is commonly used to measure the differences between prediction models and the values actually observed [56] . The optimization method applied for Offline Estimation significantly improves the accuracy of the predictions obtained by the Predictive Simulator. Furthermore, applying the same optimization procedure for Model Adaptation and Offline estimation reduces integration time of the architecture with other simulation methods. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 21. Comparison between the predicted B200 tank level (L200) variable and the L200 process measurements during production transients caused by a change in the L200 set point. These predictions were obtained before the Offline Estimation phase.
FIGURE 22.
Comparison between the predicted flow F100 between tanks B100 and B200 variable and the F100 process measurements during production transients shown in Fig. 21 . These predictions were obtained before the Offline Estimation phase.
FIGURE 23.
Comparison between the predicted B200 tank level (L200) variable and the L200 process measurements during production transients caused by a change in the L200 set point. These predictions were obtained after the Offline Estimation phase.
FIGURE 24.
Comparison between the predicted flow F100 between tanks B100 and B200 variable and the F100 process measurements during production transients shown in Fig. 23 . These predictions were obtained after the Offline Estimation phase. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has addressed a set of issues that hamper the industrial adoption of tracking simulation systems. The objectives presented in Section II are addressed by this work as follows:
To tackle objective 1, the proposed approach integrates various simulation methods to re-utilize models created during initial stages of the plant lifecycle and reduce time needed to develop tracking simulation applications. The presented approach consists of a model optimization method, used for Model Adaptation and Offline Estimation, as well as other methods for model initialization, dynamic estimation and predictive simulation. Model Adaptation results show that the developed model optimization is able to re-estimate parameters of previously created models using historical plant data, thereby reducing model residuals. During Model Deployment, the utilization of the industrial interoperability standard OPC UA solved the problem of integrating the simulation model with the physical plant and historical data repository. In this work, the proposed model initialization procedure is performed by a model of the real process control system (CS) that can be run faster than real time to enable faster initialization. For the Tracking Simulation phase, two dynamic estimation methods based on PI and sliding model control were implemented and compared to verify that the adapted model is able to align its results with the process outputs. The results of these experiments show that the adapted model can be successfully applied for tracking simulation. Therefore, the proposed model adaptation can be used for generating tracking simulators when already existing models of the process plant are available. Finally, Offline Estimation experiments show that the model optimization method used for adaptation but applied for offline parameter estimation, using recent process information, significantly improves the prediction results during the Predictive Simulation stage.
The described approach addresses Objective 2 by presenting a tracking simulation architecture that is able to manage the proposed methodology across the tracking simulation lifecycle. The proposed architecture is comprised of three independent simulators, which can be instantiated according to the application, and a historical data repository. This system applies the described model optimization method for Model Adaptation and Offline Estimation, reducing the time required for integrating different simulation methods for each task. Furthermore, the architecture includes a model of the real CS, to avoid configuration work when the process model requires to be controlled; to enable faster than real time execution of the process model; and to enable the parallel running of several simulation instances. In addition, the architecture exploits the use of OPC UA to systematically retrieve process historical data and to reduce the configuration effort required to interface system components by avoiding the need for point-to-point connections. Finally, experiments show that the proposed simulation architecture is able to successfully integrate other dynamic estimation methods, such as sliding mode control.
Future work will focus on the parallelization of the developed optimization method to test the scalability of the architecture. Regarding dynamic estimation, both PI and sliding model control-based methods are suitable for the example implementation. However, single-input-singleoutput dynamic parameter estimation may cause fluctuation around the target value when using overly aggressive feedback controllers. Hence, it would be interesting to study the application of multiple-input-multiple-output control methods to dynamically align simulated variables with process measurements. Finally, future work will aim to develop model adaptation methods that also consider model structure updates, since in the operation and maintenance stages, process plants might undergo structural modifications. Such modifications will cause the tracking simulation models to become obsolete, and it would be desirable to automatically generate the simulation models from aggregation of digital source information related to the modifications. He is on joint appointment as a Chaired Professor (Ämnesföreträdare) of dependable computation and communication systems with the Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden, and a Professor of information and computer engineering in automation with Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland. Previously, he was a Visiting Scholar with Cambridge University, U.K., and had permanent academic appointments with the University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand, the Martin Luther University of Halle-Wittenberg, Halle, Germany, and in Japan and Russia. His research interests include dependable distributed automation and industrial informatics, software engineering for industrial automation systems, artificial intelligence, distributed architectures, and multi-agent systems applied in various industry sectors, including smart grid, material handling, building management systems, data centres, and reconfigurable manufacturing.
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